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The book examines the evolution and current state of corporate social
responsibility (CSR), using a five-stage maturity model: defensive, charitable,
promotional, strategic and transformative CSR. The first four stages are dubbed
CSR 1.0 and characterise most current CSR practice, while the fifth stage is
named CSR 2.0 (also transformative or systemic CSR) and describes emergent
and future CSR practices. Reasons are given why CSR 1.0 approaches have
failed to have any significant impact on the most serious global social,
environmental and ethical challenges. The emergent CSR 2.0 will then be
explored in detail by elaborating on five principles underlying the new approach,
including: creativity, scalability, responsiveness, glocality and circularity. A fourpart DNA Model is also introduced, covering value creation, good governance,
societal contribution and ecological integrity, which provides the basis for defining
and measuring CSR 2.0. Finally, a 70-question CSR 2.0 self-assessment
diagnostic tool developed by the author is presented, with sample data to show
how the tool can be used for future research and practitioner application.
On national games of Bhutan; for children.
The economic growth of East and South-East Asia in the context of the global
financial crisis has strengthened the view that this region is emerging in the 21st
century as the most economically vibrant region in the world. With some of the
largest economies, and generally high economic growth rates compared to the
rest of the world, it is unsurprising that East and South-East Asia has become the
subject of global interest. East Asia’s rise inevitably focuses attention on the
issue of China’s emergence as a regional and global power. Such a prospect
challenges the current status quo, in which the region is dominated by the USA
and its regional allies, and issues in Sino-US strategic relations have raised
global awareness of the need to understand this pivotal region better. In addition,
the Taiwan issue continues to evoke nationalist sentiments in China, and North
Korea continues to threaten regional stability. Non-traditional (or alternative)
security issues are also of major importance in the region, including natural
disasters and epidemics, as well as challenges relating to human rights and
governance, transnational crime, demographic issues, economics and trade and
regionalism. This Handbook aims to offer an insight into these issues. The
volume is divided into two main sections. The first, International Relations and
Security Perspectives, will focus on the international relations of the region,
paying special attention to the key state players. The chapter contributions will
examine the security perspectives, and foreign and defence policies of these
states, as well as key bilateral relationships. The second section will examine key
Regional Non-traditional Security Issues, including globalization, transnational
health challenges, population growth and the environment.
Number four of the UNWTO/GTERC Annual Report, highlights the rapidly
growing tourism sector of Asia and the Pacific region which enjoyed an
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exceptional increase of 9% in international arrivals in 2016, influenced by
technological developments in transport and the digital revolution.
Attempting to let 'everyday religion' raise critical questions about how we
understand the role of religion in society, this book examines the social
circumstances of religion's presence and absence.
This volume brings together the primary challenges for 21st century cognitive
sciences and cultural neuroscience in responding to the nature of human identity,
self, and evolution of life itself. Through chapters devoted to intricate but focused
models, empirical findings, theories, and experiential data, the contributors reflect
upon the most exciting possibilities, and debate upon the fundamental aspects of
consciousness and self in the context of cultural, philosophical, and
multidisciplinary divergences and convergences. Such an understanding and the
ensuing insights lie in the cusp of philosophy, neurosciences, psychiatry, and
medical humanities. In this volume, the editors and contributors explore the
foundations of human thinking and being and discuss both evolutionary/cultural
embeddedness, and the self-orientation, of consciousness, keeping in mind
questions that bring in the interdisciplinary complexity of issues such as the
emergence of consciousness, relation between healing and agency, models of
altered self, how cognition impacts the social self, experiential primacy as the
hallmark of consciousness, and alternate epistemologies to understand these
interdisciplinary puzzles.
This accessible guide to the Gospel and Letters of John introduces readers to key
issues arising from historical, literary, and theological approaches to the Johannine
literature, also discussing the methodological rationale underlying each of these
approaches. After introducing the reader to the development of the narrative structure
of the book, the message (theology) is discussed in detail, with the aim of introducing
the reader to the interrelatedness of the multiple theological ideas in this Gospel.
Similarities, but also differences between the Gospel and Letters are constantly
considered. Familiar with the content of the Gospel, readers are then confronted with
questions about the origin, development and socio-cultural nature of the Gospel and
letters. In each case the scholarly field is briefly reviewed and major solutions are
discussed. Thorough discussions on different issues are presented in different
chapters, each time referring to the relevant methodological approaches. How do the
Gospel and Letters relate to the synoptics, or the Old Testament? Do we have a Gospel
composed of multiple sources or is it a seamless document. How was this influential
document written and where do the ideas found in the Gospel come from? Since the
aim of this book is to form a solid and comprehensive basis for future study of the
Johannine literature, readers are placed firmly within the scholarly currents and streams
of the Johannine literature. In terms of a metaphor: after reading the book, explorers will
know what is out there and why. Now they can start to dig deeper for themselves
without feeling lost in an uncharted land.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you
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may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with
text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
Who were they and why they became UNTOUCHABLES ? This is the digital copy of
"THE UNTOUCHABLES". a book wrote by The great Dr B.R. Ambedkar. Please give
us your feedback : www.facebook.com/syag21 Your opinion is very important to us. We
appreciate your feedback and will use it to evaluate changes and make improvements
in our book.
How religious are Americans these days? How many still believe in God, in Biblical
miracles, in heaven and hell? Do people pray? How much money is being given to
churches, by Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Roman Catholics, Lutherans, and other
groups? American Piety, the first of a three-volume study of religious commitment,
answers these and a host of other questions about the contemporary religious scene.
Particularly startling are the contrasts in beliefs, practices, and experiences revealed
among the eleven major Christian denominations whose membership is compared.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) is the Nation's premier law enforcement
organisation responsible for gathering and reporting facts and compiling evidence in
cases involving federal jurisdiction. It has broad jurisdiction in federal law enforcement
and in national security, and is a statutory member of the US Intelligence Community.
From its official inception in 1908, the FBI's mission, jurisdiction, and resources have
grown substantially in parallel with the real or perceived threats to American society,
culture, political institutions, and overall security. In 2003 the organisation has
approximately 26,000 employees, about 12,000 of whom are Special Agents. The FBI
has had many successes in countering criminal and hostile foreign intelligence and
terrorist activity in its storied history. However, in its zeal to protect US national security,
the FBI occasionally exceeded its mandate and infringed upon the protected rights of
US citizens. Currently, the FBI is undergoing a massive reorganisation to shift its
culture from reaction to crimes already committed to detection, deterrence and
prevention of terrorist attacks against US interests. The FBI continues to be a major
domestic and international force in the war against terrorism. This new book covers
such issues as: Can the FBI sufficiently adapt its law enforcement culture to deter,
detect, and prevent terrorism; Should some of the FBI's criminal jurisdiction be
devolved to state and local law enforcement; Should a statutory charter for the FBI be
developed; and Does the planned co-location of the FBI's operational Counterterrorism
Division with the newly formed Terrorist Threat Integration Center provide an
opportunity for foreign intelligence entities to engage in domestic intelligence activities.
CONTENTS: Preface; The FBI: Past, Present and Future; FBI Intelligence Reform
since September 11, 2001; Index.
Because the twentieth century search for the historical Jesus so heavily favored the
Synoptic Gospels, we are long overdue for a reassessment of the evidence presented
in the Gospel of Johnl. Craig L. Blomberg offers a foundational introduction and
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commentary, focusing with intelligence and care on the historicity of John's Gospel.
Discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity concerns everybody, but
it is foremost lesbian and gay persons who have to deal with it, especially when
confronting the discovery of their homosexuality as a child or adolescent. In this book,
education practitioners working with youth and researchers - from social, political, and
educational sciences, as well as theology and philosophy - raise awareness of the wide
spectrum of homophobia and offer solutions to the suffering it engenders in youths. The
book will be helpful for parents, teachers, and others who are responsible for youth and
education. It reviews concrete knowledge, combines it with scientific approaches, and
identifies the need for further research. (Series: Gender-Diskussion - Vol. 13)
This series contains large sections of previously unpublished material in addition to
selected published works. Each volume includes a brief historical and biographical
introduction, extensive editorial and textual notes, and a full chronological list of all of
Peirce's writings, published and unpublished, during the period covered.
This book challenges the modernistic view that because John is theological and
different from the Synoptics it cannot be historical.
This book discusses the idea that there is a specific Islamic form of entrepreneurship.
Based on extensive original research amongst small and medium sized enterprises in
Saudi Arabia, it shows how businesses are started and how they grow in the context of
an Islamic economy and society. It argues that as specific Islamic approaches to a wide
range of economic activities are being formulated and implemented, there is indeed a
particular Islamic approach to entrepreneurship. Examining the relationship between
Islamic values and entrepreneurial activity, the book considers whether such values can
be more effectively used in order to raise the profile of Islamic entrepreneurship, and
also to promote alternatives to development in the contemporary business environment.
The book analyses the nature of entrepreneurship, and the special qualities of Islamic
entrepreneurship, and discusses how the Islamic approach to entrepreneurship can be
encouraged and developed further still
Collins Primary Science fully meets the requirements of the Cambridge International
Examinations Primary Science Curriculum Framework, and the material has been
carefully developed to meet the needs of primary science students and teachers in a
range of international contexts. Content is organized according to the three main
strands: Biology, Chemistry, and Physics, and the skills detailed under the Scientific
Enquiry strand are introduced and taught in the context of those areas. For each of
Stages 1 to 6 as detailed in the Cambridge Primary Science Framework, we offer: - A
full color, highly illustrated, and photograph-rich Student's Book; - A write-in Workbook
linked to the Student's Book; - This comprehensive Teacher's Guide with clear
suggestions for using the materials, including the electronic components of the course;
- A DVD-ROM which contains slideshows, video clips, additional photographs, and
interactive activities for use in the classroom.
Paul Anderson, a leading scholar of the Fourth Gospel, provides an introductory
textbook, crafted for a semester course, which leads students through literary,
historical, and theological aspects of the Fourth Gospel's most vexing puzzles.
Traditional, historical-critical, and literary-critical approaches are deftly introduced and
their limitations evaluated; questions of the Gospel's authorship, composition,
relationship to the Synoptics, and origins in particular historical experiences are
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succinctly addressed; and distinctive Johannine perspectives on Jesus, the church, and
the world are discussed.

Best-selling author of The One-Minute Manager, Ken Blanchard, along with Phil
Hodges, reveals the meaning of servant leadership modeled after Jesus Christ.
Based on Blanchard's and Hodges' Faith Walk seminars, business leaders come
to realize that teams are more powerful than the sum of the individuals and to
recognize their people as appreciating assets. Servant Leader summarizes the
Four Dimensions of Leadership: the head (leadership assumptions and methods)
the hands (application and leadership behavior) the heart (edging God out) the
habits (solitude, prayer, study of scripture, unconditional love, etc.) The
thousands who have attended his seminars witnessed the transforming power of
this unconventional approach. Readers seeking to grow as leaders and business
executives will find Servant Leader nothing short of life-changing.
This book includes 9 projects on building smart and practical AI-based systems.
These projects cover solutions to different domain-specific problems in
healthcare, e-commerce and more. With this book, you will apply different
machine learning and deep learning techniques and learn how to build your own
intelligent applications for smart ...
Individual craftsmen, artists, and laborers describe the work that they do in Egypt
during the time of the Old Kingdom, and the historical note places them in
context.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced
from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most
of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the
world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
This volume examines emotions and emotional well-being from a rich variety of
theological, philosophical and scientific and therapeutic perspectives. To
experience emotion is a part of being human; but what are emotions? How can
theology, philosophy and the natural sciences unpack the nature and content of
emotions? This volume is based on contributions to the 15th European
Conference on Science and Theology held in Assisi, Italy. It brings together
contributions from scholars of various academic backgrounds from around the
world, whose individual insights are made all the richer by their juxtaposition with
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those from experts in other fields, leading to a unique exchange of ideas.
To understand why we humans are as we are, it is necessary to look at the
essential building blocks that comprise our nature. The foundations of this
structure are our evolutionary origins as primates and our social roots. Upon
these rest features such as our emotions, language and aesthetic preferences,
with our self-perceptions, self-deceptions and thirst for knowledge right at the top.
The unifying force holding these blocks together is evolutionary theory. Evolution
provides a deeper understanding of human nature and, in particular, of the
common roots of these different perspectives. To build a reliable and coherent
model of man, leading authors from fields as diverse as primatology,
anthropology, neurobiology and philosophy have joined forces to present essays
each describing their own expert perspective. Together they provide a convincing
and complete picture of our own human nature.
The Fourth Gospel functions as a literary masterpiece that facilitates a narrative
beyond the time and space aspects. The Gospel’s linguistic phenomena and
stylistic aspects are peculiar as they attune the attention of the readers to a
dramatic and ideological world of its own. The connection between the narrator
and the readers is established from an eternal vantage point as the narrator
directs the readers towards atemporal and universal realities. The peculiar
linguistic and idiosyncratic techniques of the narrator have the power to absorb
the attention of the readers not only from a ‘there and then’ and ‘here and now’
senses but also from an ‘everywhere and ever’ perspective. In that sense, the
Fourth Gospel functions as a gnomic and universalistic artistry. (Publisher).
A list of the one hundred most influential people in history features descriptions of
the careers, contributions, and accomplishments of the political and religious
leaders, inventors, writers, artists, and others who changed the course of history.
Simultaneous.
The aim of this volume is to explore entrepreneurship and business from the
perspective of Islamic principles, which are usually based on collaboration,
teamwork, generosity and altruism. The contributions deal with the confluence of
Islamic Principles with entrepreneurial and business ownership characteristics;
resource use by entrepreneurs; means of entrepreneurial success, and ethics
and social responsibility.
Why do we protest? What compels us to participate in crowd violence? Can
gender discrimination in the workplace be explained in psychological terms?
From terrorist attacks to political uprisings, the social problems that have shaped
the beginning of the new millenium can be explained using the theories and
application of social psychology. Social Psychology of Social Problems does just
that, with top international experts examining real-life issues. The book takes the
view that if a problem and its origins can be understood, then perhaps it can be
prevented from happening again. Social Psychology of Social Problems is
required reading for students and practitioners of psychology, social policy and
international relations. Provocative and challenging, it will be an essential
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resource for those who are seeking a deeper understanding of how social
psychology can explain our complex world.
Who Were the ShudrasDr. Babasaheb Ambedkar, Writings and SpeechesTHE
UNTOUCHABLESSsoft Group, INDIA
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